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Does democracy improve human wellbeing? Debate over this question generally focuses on how regime type affects economic growth. Yet per capita GDP does not purport to provide a summary measure of human welfare, and is especially poor at capturing the welfare of less advantaged citizens.¹ To measure the welfare of the poor one must turn to indicators focused on poverty, life-enhancing policies (e.g., vaccination), or more direct measures of wellbeing such as health.² Human development measures reflect the status of the underprivileged and form the backbone of the Millennium Development Goals.

A growing literature examines the role of institutions in fostering human development. Some studies find that democracy improves quality of life.³ Others challenge this assessment.⁴ It is by no means a settled question, empirically or theoretically.

Skeptics point out problems of causal identification arising from highly trended variables, sample bias, and non-robustness in the relationship. In addition, they cast doubt on the mechanisms that might plausibly connect democracy to human development. First, voters may focus on more salient outcomes such as employment and economic growth.⁵ If so, the mechanism of electoral accountability is called into question. Second, economically disadvantaged citizens carry less weight, even in democracies⁶; resources are captured by citizens who are better able to organize and make demands on the state.⁷ Third, democratization may induce conflict and instability,⁸ which presumably impairs human development. Fourth, newly democratized polities are weakly institutionalized and thus inclined to adopt clientelistic or populist policies rather than undertake long-term investments in human capital.⁹ Finally, even if a democratically elected government enacts legislation favoring human development, low state capacity may undermine efficient implementation.¹⁰
This study attempts to reconcile competing positions in this debate. Decisions about operationalization often have important consequences. We contend that the empirical relationship between democracy and human development, proxied by mortality-based indices such as infant mortality, is contingent upon issues of conceptualization and measurement in the independent variable – democracy. Four features bear upon the relationship. First, the relationship is clearer when measures account for gradations of democracy. Second, some aspects of democracy – namely, those associated with competitive elections – are more robustly associated with human development than others (e.g., popular participation, civil society, individual liberty). Third, the various components of electoral democracy interact in a reinforcing manner. Finally, this is a distal relationship that depends upon a country’s entire regime history, not simply its current regime status.

In summary, democracy’s impact on human development is most plausible when (i) the concept is measured as an interval variable, (ii) measures center on democracy’s electoral components, (iii) these components are aggregated multiplicatively to reflect interaction effects, and (iv) a country’s historical stock of democracy is taken into account.

Some of these issues have been vetted previously. Wang, Mechkova and Andersson use a fine-grained measure with extensive coverage and a measurement strategy that comports with (i) and (ii). They find that improvements in electoral aspects of democracy (when initial democracy levels are high) have positive effects on health outcomes even when accounting for level of corruption. These findings corroborate the argument that democracy promotes human development in a literature where studies point in all directions. Our theoretical argument highlights how the relationship between democracy and human development depends upon all four items listed above. We also offer a more disaggregated examination of the components of
electoral democracy, different aggregation schemes, specification choices that deal with autocorrelation, and additional tests of potential mechanisms and confounders (including non-electoral aspects of democracy).

Thus, we bring together several elements of conceptualization and measurement hitherto treated in isolation and explicitly link them to an argument about how democracy affects human development. We show that a truly robust relationship between democracy and human development appears only when the four highlighted elements are combined into a single measure. This is why previous work, which accounts for only one or two elements, typically produces non-robust findings. In this fashion, we are able to reconcile seemingly contradictory findings from recent studies.

Our empirical approach draws on several datasets that allow us to interrogate evidence globally across a century. To measure human development, we employ data compiled by the Gapminder project that measures mortality – infant mortality, child mortality, and life expectancy – for most sovereign countries from 1900-2012. To measure democracy, we draw on data from Varieties of Democracy (V-Dem).13

We begin with a framework for understanding the concept of democracy and its relationship to human development. Next, we discuss the conceptualization and measurement of democracy and human development. Thereafter, we present numerous tests, first focusing on extant democracy indices compared to our preferred Multiplicative Polyarchy Index (MPI) and then considering different ways to aggregate and disaggregate MPI’s components.
Arguments

*Conceptualizing Democracy’s Relationship to Human Development*

Democracy may be linked to human development through several mechanisms. This follows from democracy’s protean quality, which is open to various definitions, each suggesting somewhat different mechanisms. For example, if democracy is defined by strong rule of law and low corruption,\(^\text{14}\) one principal mechanism may be the quality of governance. However, Wang, Mechkova and Andersson\(^\text{15}\) demonstrate that empirical support for the good governance argument rests on data from very short time series with limited variation. When a longer time-span is analyzed based on V-Dem data, electoral democracy shows a more robust relationship with health than corruption when included in the same models. This relationship tends to persist over time.

In our discussion, we highlight two general theoretical frameworks that have been especially prominent in the literature. The first conceptualizes democracy around notions of citizen empowerment, and the second centers on elite-level contestation.

*Citizen empowerment.* According to one view, democracy affects human development through the empowerment of lay citizens and civic associations.\(^\text{16}\) One avenue of empowerment is a free media. Granted press freedom, news outlets will report on policy disasters such as widespread famine, enhancing their salience in the public mind and invigorating public dissent.\(^\text{17}\) Likewise, by disseminating mundane information pertaining to public health (e.g., benefits of lavatories compared to open-field defecation), quality of life may be improved.\(^\text{18}\)

Another avenue of empowerment centers on civil society. Social connectedness (aka social capital) should have positive repercussions for public health, providing “people with a basis for cooperation that is mutually advantageous, a source of aid or assistance, a means of staying well
informed about health issues, and a source of self-esteem”. Popular participation in politics may also directly affect public health. Wigley and Akkoyunlu-Wigley cite evidence from epidemiological studies showing that “the extent to which individuals perceive they have control over their lives plays a significant role in determining their health.”

Although intuitive, the empowerment narrative may be challenged. First, there are questions about whether empowerment stands prior or posterior to human development. Numerous studies suggest that health boosts economic performance, and it might even affect social engagement and political participation. One must therefore be cautious about inferring too much from correlations between participation and health. Second, some of the aforementioned channels do not operate independently of elite behavior. Insofar as a free press helps to avert policy disasters, it is through incentivizing politicians to take particular actions – this matter is central to our alternative theory. Finally, improving nationwide conditions for human development requires vast resources. It is unclear how citizen empowerment could muster these resources or manage their distribution on a permanent basis, especially in poor countries with limited infrastructure. Only the state has sufficient resources and managerial capacity to make significant and sustained improvements in the quality of life for millions of citizens across a national territory.

*Elite contestation.* We contend that the relationship between democracy and human development involves masses and elites within a structure of electoral accountability, allowing state resources to be mobilized for a common purpose.

Consider the incentives facing leaders. Competitive elections establish a relationship of accountability between electors (principals) and leaders (agents) such that principals punish agents who do not perform as expected. And long-established democracies are likely to have
more institutionalized parties and party systems, which, in turn, may improve accountability and facilitate development-enhancing policies. Hence, when leaders compete for voters’ approval in free elections, they will orient their policies to please their constituents. Insofar as electorates favor human development, democratic governments should seek to satisfy that desire.25

A key mechanism lies in public policies adopted by governments. A simple median-voter model suggests that competitive elections pressure politicians to institute redistributive policies in order to address social inequality.26 Meanwhile, a large theoretical literature suggests that voters reward incumbents at the polls for resisting predation and providing public goods.27

Empirical studies suggest a strong relationship between democracy and policies with a redistributive or public goods orientation. Such policies include education28 – especially primary education29 – and infrastructure projects focused on the masses (e.g., sanitation and clean water) rather than privileged urban clienteles (e.g., hospitals).30 Most studies also find that democracy enhances aggregate social spending and public sector size,31 which might correlate with overall level of redistribution or public goods. There is, therefore, ample reason to expect that democracy affects public policies designed to improve human development.

Whether these policies achieve their stated goal is another matter. Classrooms may be filled while teachers are absent.32 Health care expenditures may not reach rural areas where they are most needed.33 Many factors connive to inhibit delivery of public services to the poor, attenuating the connection between social spending and human development.34

Despite these inefficiencies, we expect such policies to make a big difference in the lives of poor people. Conditional cash transfer programs, for example, seem to increase enrollment rates, improve preventive health care, and raise household consumption.35 Generally, leaving aside “poverty trap” situations, we expect that the ease of improving someone’s condition is inversely
proportional to the severity of their condition. That is, the welfare of the poor is more responsive to government policy than the welfare of the rich. So, even where service delivery is flawed, we expect a relationship between policy effort and human development outcomes, and we anticipate such efforts to be bigger in electoral democracies.

**Conceptualizing and Measuring Democracy**

We turn now to measurement of democracy, a diffuse concept with many ingredients and many possible aggregation techniques. Democracy is sometimes viewed as a binary feature and for some outcomes, a single-threshold measure is appropriate. However, when considering human development outcomes, we see no reason to suppose that the impact of contestation conforms to a threshold model. A minimal amount of contestation is good for human development, but greater contestation is even better. The relationship between electoral contestation and human development should therefore be continuous and monotonic (though not necessarily linear).

Relatedly, we argue that various elements associated with electoral democracy enhance human development. This includes each institutional aspect of what Dahl called *polyarchy*. Accordingly, we measure all factors that might affect responsiveness and accountability between leaders and citizens through competitive elections. This is presumably maximized when (1) elections are clean and not marred by fraud or systematic irregularities, (2) the chief executive is selected (directly or indirectly) through elections, (3) suffrage is extensive, (4) political and civil society organizations operate freely, and (5) there is freedom of expression, including access to alternative sources of information. Table B1 details each component, using measures drawn from V-Dem.

Elections lie at the center of this conception of democracy. Accordingly, we hypothesize that the purely electoral components of polyarchy will have greater impact on human development
than the more peripheral components (elements 4-5 above). However, elections do not occur in a vacuum; other aspects of polyarchy should play important supporting roles.

For example, in a polity where only a portion of adult citizens can vote, politicians are incentivized to ignore the needs of disenfranchised citizens. Since these citizens are invariably less well-off, this might adversely affect policies that enhance human development. Likewise, wherever the power of voters is attenuated through practices of vote-buying, coercion, fraud, and other tools of manipulation, we expect the disenfranchised to be predominantly poor. Citizens with higher incomes have more power resources for calling out and contesting electoral manipulation. It is thus less costly for politicians to buy votes and otherwise manipulate electoral outcomes in poor (and often rural) districts.\textsuperscript{40} This sort of informal bias should have the same distributional effect as formal disenfranchisement, incentivizing politicians to ignore the needs of less advantaged citizens. In short, weaknesses in electoral democracy are likely to bring (de-)distributive policy consequences. Certainly, middle- and upper-income voters occupy privileged positions in virtually \textit{any} polity. Nonetheless, the degree to which the political system is tilted toward the wealthy is affected by the quality of democracy. When the provisions of polyarchy are in place, class bias should be mitigated.

High-quality democracy serves not only to empower poor people but also to channel their power in a programmatic direction – towards public goods and away from clientelistic payoffs. Some such policies pertain to classic public goods that are almost by definition non-exclusionary, including vaccination programs or measures to prevent the spread of deadly pandemics. Even if the poorest citizens are excluded from a governing coalition they likely benefit from such policies. Yet, many other relevant policies are “quasi-public goods” or “club goods”, which can be targeted to particular voters, e.g., by locating hospitals in areas where
supporters reside. Improvements in the quality of democracy are likely to incentivize politicians to cater to broader groups of voters, while deterioration incentivize leaders to target spending on narrower – and typically wealthier – groups. Testing this logic on targeting of welfare legislation, Knutsen and Rasmussen find that programs cover a broader array of social groups in democracies than in autocracies, and we surmise that this dynamic holds also for other policies, e.g., electricity infrastructure. Hence, when the quality of electoral democracy increases, out-groups, including the poor, should benefit.

We argue that the foregoing components of polyarchy have an interactive and complementary relationship. While the quality of elections is most crucial, each feature enhances the value of the others concerning human development. Likewise, a single weak link may critically impair electoral contestation. Absent elections it matters little if the regime tolerates free association or free expression. If participation in elections is restricted to a single party, it matters little if suffrage is universal. If free elections exist, but executive power is held by an unelected body, government responsiveness is severely mitigated. Finally, if political and civil society organizations cannot operate freely, or absent freedom of expression, it is difficult to hold government officials accountable.

Elites can thus deploy a “menu of manipulation”, choosing different mechanisms to suppress competition according to what they think they can get away with or what is most effective in forestalling democratic accountability. Any one tool of manipulation may be sufficient for securing incumbency. The ingredients of electoral contestation must be aggregated in a multiplicative fashion to capture these complementarities.

The five elements described above are multiplied together to form a Multiplicative Polyarchy Index (MPI). Accordingly, the impact of one component depends on the scores of all
other components. (V-Dem’s Polyarchy Index can be considered as the mean of MPI and an additively aggregated polyarchy index formed from identical indicators.\textsuperscript{47}) Since three components – (1), (2) and (3) – have a true zero, a polity receives zero if any of these three sub-components is zero.

We list all countries in our sample and their scores in 2000 in Table D1 and display a histogram of these scores in Figure D1. We then compare the MPI with the most commonly used historical measure of democracy, Polity2 from the Polity IV dataset.\textsuperscript{48} Scatterplots, shown in Figures D2 and D3, compare point estimates from the two indices in 1900 and 2000. Although the measures correlate fairly well in the contemporary era (Pearson’s $r=0.85$ in 2000), they are not highly correlated in 1900 ($r=0.57$), presumably due to the inclusion of suffrage in MPI. Polity2 judges 19\textsuperscript{th}-century United States to be completely democratic, while it receives a low score on the MPI. Likewise, New Zealand, the only country with full suffrage for men and women in 1900, receives the top score (in that year) from the MPI. Other points of disagreement concern the quality of democracy. For example, in 2000, Russia receives a fairly high score from Polity2 and a fairly low score from MPI. Generally, MPI establishes a more demanding standard of democracy than Polity2.

We argue, finally, that democracy has both short- and long-term effects on human development. Insofar as democracy affects public policies, we can differentiate policies with fairly immediate effects (e.g., vaccinating infants) and policies involving investments to be realized in the future such as electrical grid improvements, sanitation facilities and the education of nurses and doctors. We must also consider the long-range effects of democratic institutions on political parties, as alluded to. To capture both proximal and distal effects, given that the variable of interest is sluggish (and hence inappropriate for a distributed lag model), we calculate a
“stock” measure of democracy to measure a country’s regime history. Specifically, we measure each year (prior to the year of observation) back to 1900 or the year of independence, discounting each year by various rates.\textsuperscript{49}

In sum, democracy’s impact on human development is most plausible when the concept is measured as an interval variable, when measures are focused on democracy’s electoral components, when these components are aggregated in a multiplicative fashion, and when a country’s historical stock is incorporated into the resulting index. Figure D1 displays a histogram of the MPI stock index for 2000.

\textit{Measuring a Key Aspect of Human Development: Mortality}\n
Human development can also be measured in various ways.\textsuperscript{50} We focus on mortality-based health outcomes – infant mortality, child mortality, and life expectancy – for three reasons. First, mortality is of paramount importance to all people, and the enjoyment of all other goods depends upon it. Second, mortality is relatively easy to measure since deaths are generally recorded, or at least remembered (and hence fairly accurately registered in retrospective surveys). Likewise, mortality does not involve difficult debates over definition and operationalization. Third, mortality-based indices offer strong coverage across countries and through time. The ability to project mortality rates backward in time – based on a variety of sources but most especially surveys and censuses – is a useful feature.\textsuperscript{51}

By contrast, education-based measures of human development are difficult to interpret, especially since education is hard to compare across contexts. Even the measurement of literacy, a seemingly straightforward topic, is subject to the incomparability of languages and literacy standards. Measures of health that add other features to mortality – e.g., disability-adjusted life-years – are more difficult to measure and therefore provide restricted temporal coverage. Policy-
based measures of health such as vaccination rates also have limited temporal coverage and are not applied to highly developed countries. Composite measures such as the Human Development Index – combining health, education, and GDP/capita – involve the foregoing problems and aggregation formulas that are hard to defend and interpret.\textsuperscript{52}

It is unsurprising, therefore, that global studies of human development often center on mortality.\textsuperscript{53} We choose infant mortality as our benchmark measure. Humans are most vulnerable in the first year of life, and a society’s infant mortality rate (IMR), the number of babies who expire prior to their first birthday per 1,000 live births, is likely sensitive to changes in public policy and environmental disorders. As expected, it displays the highest variance among our three measures, both through time and across countries. While child mortality (CMR; child deaths prior to age 5 per 1,000 live births) is sometimes preferred, the two indices are extremely highly correlated (r=0.99), and IMR offers somewhat longer time-series. IMR is also, by construction, highly correlated with life expectancy (LE) (r=0.89; 0.93 with our transformed LE index). Thus, we employ IMR as our primary measure, and CMR and LE as secondary measures.\textsuperscript{54} Data is drawn from Gapminder with supplemental data from the World Development Indicators, as explained in Table B1.

Gapminder draws on a variety of sources for its combined estimates. These include the UN Inter-agency Group for Child Mortality Estimation,\textsuperscript{55} the Human Mortality Database,\textsuperscript{56} UNICEF,\textsuperscript{57} and Mitchell.\textsuperscript{58} Data sources are listed for each observation.\textsuperscript{59} The sources listed above are also compilations of data based on a much wider variety of underlying sources, as specified for each source.

To account for the bounded nature of IMR and CMR, which makes it difficult to achieve improvements when a society has reached low mortality levels, we transform them by the natural
logarithm (following convention). LE is also bounded, although in a less strict fashion. We thus recalculate the index by subtracting LE from the maximum sample value (85) and then taking the natural logarithm. This flips the scale so that, like IMR and CMR, low numbers signal better performance.

The long time-series (particularly for IMR) carries econometric benefits. Because change in mortality rates generally occurs slowly, a long period of observation is essential in discerning potential relationships. A long time-series also facilitates fixed-effect models, alleviating concerns about specification while avoiding so-called Nickell bias. We also employ generalized method of moments (GMM) models to assuage such concerns.

Granted, the broad coverage of our dataset also carries potential problems. Historically, many countries have not had effective systems for registering births and deaths, which means that mortality rates are estimated from surveys or censuses. If the resulting measurement errors are stochastic, regression coefficients will have larger standard errors, making it harder to identify effects. Robustness tests are carried out with samples restricted to the contemporary era, where data quality is higher, and fewer estimates of IMR are interpolated.

While a long time-series of annual measures minimizes information loss, it also exaggerates the independence of each observation, enhancing problems of serial autocorrelation. Our main analyses thus uses data parsed at 10-year intervals – although results are robust to panels formed from annual data, as shown.

Despite the extensive coverage of our IMR data, some countries are still excluded from our analyses due to missing data. Ross finds that this omission affects estimated relationships between democracy and human development. Accordingly, we conduct robustness tests with imputed datasets to mitigate selection biases.
Empirics

Prior to engaging the empirics, we recapitulate our arguments in the form of four hypotheses:

\( H_1 \): Democracy’s impact on human development is registered primarily through elections. Consequently, the electoral components of democracy should have a more robust relationship to subsequent human development than other aspects of democracy.

\( H_2 \): Democracy’s impact on human development is most plausible when democracy is measured in a finely graded fashion. Consequently, interval indices should have a more robust relationship to subsequent human development than binary or ordinal indices.

\( H_3 \): Electoral components of democracy interact with each other to improve electoral accountability. Consequently, a multiplicative method of aggregation should show a more robust relationship to subsequent human development than other methods of aggregation.

\( H_4 \): Democracy’s impact on human development cumulates over time. Consequently, a stock measure of democracy that measures a country’s entire regime history should show a more robust relationship to subsequent human development than “level” measures of democracy at \( t-1 \).

We proceed with empirical tests focused on (a) extant democracy indices, (b) the robustness of the relationship between MPI and human development, (c) modes of aggregation and disaggregation of the index, and (d) causal mechanisms.

**Democracy Indices**

We begin by comparing our proposed index of democracy, MPI, with prominent alternatives. Variable definitions are in Table B1, and descriptive statistics in Table B2. All variables are adjusted to the same (0-1) scale so coefficients can be directly compared.
The benchmark model regresses IMR (logged) on democracy along with per capita GDP (to control for level of economic development) and country and year fixed-effects. We regard country fixed-effects as crucial since right- and left-side variables may be affected by static country characteristics (e.g., colonial experience, culture, geography). We regard year fixed-effects as equally important since mortality reduction responds to global factors that affect all countries, including the diffusion of health-relevant information and technological developments. The unit of analysis is country-decades, with all right-side variables lagged one time-period behind the outcome. An ordinary least squares (OLS) estimator is employed, with standard errors clustered by country.

We begin with several composite democracy indices that offer extensive coverage and fine-grained distinctions between levels of democracy.\textsuperscript{61} Polity\textsuperscript{2}\textsuperscript{62} uses a weighted additive aggregation procedure across five sub-components: competitiveness and openness of executive recruitment, competitiveness and regulation of political participation, and constraints on the chief executive. (The latter accounts for about 1/3 of the index’s range). The Unified Democracy Scores (UDS), developed by Pemstein, Meserve, and Melton,\textsuperscript{63} employ a Bayesian latent variable model to combine commonly used democracy measures. Finally, we include two summary indices – “Contestation” and “Inclusiveness” – developed by Miller,\textsuperscript{64} following the conceptual model proposed by Coppedge, Alvarez, and Maldonado.\textsuperscript{65} While intended to capture the two classic polyarchy dimensions of Dahl,\textsuperscript{66} the measures also draw on indicators tapping other aspects of democracy. For instance, “Contestation” draws on Polity’s Executive Constraints indicator and Banks’ measure of Legislative Effectiveness.

A second set of indices, from V-Dem, focus on various features of citizen empowerment, which provides the main alternative theoretical account for why democracy enhances human
development (Section I). These indices include Participation, Deliberation, Female Empowerment, Civil Society, and Individual Liberty.

A third set of indices are binary democracy measures. The “BMR” index resembles the Democracy-Dictatorship (“DD”) index insofar as it centers on existence of contested multiparty elections. Unlike DD, BMR adds a participation criterion, checks for reports of electoral irregularities, does not rely solely on post-electoral alternation of governments when coding elections as free and fair, and extends back to the 19th century. A second binary measure, “BNR,” constructed by Bernhard, Nordstrom, and Reenock, covers 124 countries from 1913-2010. Following Dahl, BNR defines a country as democratic if contestation is high and ≥50% of the adult population can vote.

The final set of indices is multiplicative. This includes the product of Miller’s Contestation and Inclusiveness indices along with our MPI, described above.

In Table 1, we subject each index to several tests. First, we test “level” measures of each index. Second, we calculate each democracy index as a stock variable, extending back to 1900 with a 10% annual depreciation rate. Third, we introduce a lagged dependent variable to correct for possible trend effects or unmeasured confounders. Fourth, we calculate each index as a stock with a very slow 1% annual depreciation rate. Each column in Table 1 thus reports four regressions, with results inserted only for the variable of interest. Naturally, the interpretation of coefficients in each row is somewhat different. Here, we focus on statistical significance, taking standard p-value thresholds (90%, 95%, and 99%) as markers of success. This is arbitrary, to be sure, but imposes a uniform threshold and facilitates comparisons across multiple measures.

Results in Table 1 and in additional tests contained in Appendix C are consistent with each of our hypotheses. Composite and empowerment indices of democracy (Columns 1-9) are not as
robustly associated with IMR as indices centered on democracy’s electoral dimension (Columns 10-13), corroborating $H_1$. Results suggest that binary, electoral measures (Columns 10-11) have a strong relationship to human development. However, further tests with annual data (Table C10) or with alternate estimators and control variables (Tables C14 and C15) reveal that these measures are not as robust as MPI, corroborating $H_2$. Multiplicative measures of democracy (Columns 12-13) are more strongly associated with improved IMR than continuous indices employing other aggregation techniques (Columns 1-9), corroborating $H_3$. The most direct comparison of this hypothesis is between Columns 3-4 (Contestation and Inclusiveness indices from Miller) and Column 12 (their product). Stock indices of democracy generally bear a stronger relationship to IMR than “level” measures, corroborating $H_4$. Here, each index can be compared to itself across various rows in Table 1. In only one case is a level measure stronger than a correspondent stock measure (Column 4).

A final comparison involves the two multiplicative indices, from Miller and MPI, shown in Columns 12-13. Both are robust across specifications in Table 1, as we would expect since the index we constructed from Miller’s data achieves most of the goals of conceptualization and measurement outlined in Section II. However, the estimated coefficient for MPI is greater in three of four tests, and substantially so in two, although the means and standard deviations of these indices are similar (Table B2). Moreover, in horse-race tests MPI demonstrates greater predictive power (see Figure 1).

Not only is the relationship between IMR and MPI robust across different specifications; the predicted magnitude is substantial. To illustrate, using the estimate in Model 2, Column 13, a country with all other covariates at their means is predicted to experience a 10 percent decrease in ln(IMR) when moving from the 10th to the 90th percentile observation on MPI. To further
illustrate, imagine a very poor country with per capita GDP of $1,000 and no, or an extremely
autocratic, regime history (giving 0 on MPI stock), while all other variables are at their means.
This approximates contemporary North Korea and many African countries upon independence.
Our benchmark predicts that this country – with country and year fixed-effects at their means –
should have an IMR of about 73 (per 1,000 live births). Now, suppose that this hypothetical
country quickly transitions to high-quality democracy (1 on MPI) and maintains that democracy
level for a decade without any increase in wealth. Our model predicts that this change will result
in a 32% drop in IMR during those ten years. For similar countries starting with per capita GDP
of $500 and $5,000, a similar change in regime history would reduce IMR from 94 to 64 and 41
to 28, respectively. Thus, the onset of high-quality democratic rule may have a dramatic effect on
mortality rates.

Table 1 here

Next, we enlist the same indices in “horse-race” tests with our preferred measure, MPI
stock (10%). Since alternate indices perform best in a stock format with slow (1%) depreciation
rate (Table 1), we employ this version for alternate indices. These tests, summarized in Figure 1,
show that the relationship of MPI to IMR is scarcely affected by including other democracy
indices. In some instances, the estimated coefficient is slightly stronger and in others slightly
weaker, but in all instances, MPI remains statistically significant (at 1%). By contrast, alternate
indices of democracy are generally attenuated, and in every case, the confidence interval
encompasses zero.
Together, the tests displayed in Table 1 and Figure 1 corroborate our claims that democracy’s impact on human development is most robust when the conceptualization of democracy centers on elections (rather than the “empowerment” dimension of democracy), when the components of electoral democracy are aggregated multiplicatively, when the resulting index is continuous, and when democracy is measured as a historical stock.

**Robustness**

Table 2 displays a battery of tests with different specifications and functional forms. A key feature of all these tests is the incorporation of measurement error from the V-Dem measurement model, where multiple ratings are combined into a single point estimate along with a confidence interval. All models employ 10-year panels; replications with 1-year panels are shown in the bottom row. To save space, we present the following tests without commentary; a full discussion is available in Appendix C.

Model 1 is the benchmark, where MPI is measured as a stock variable with 10% annual depreciation. Model 2 offers the conventional “level” measure of MPI. Model 3 returns to the 10% depreciation rate, this time using linear, squared and cubic trend variables to control for temporal effects. The next two models are intended to deal with the highly trended nature of our variables. Model 4 includes a lagged dependent variable, which mitigates but does not entirely resolve the issue of first-order serial correlation. Model 5 adopts a first-difference specification, measuring IMR, MPI stock, and GDP per capita as a change from $t-1$ to $t$; lagged MPI stock (undifferenced) is also included to capture long-term effects. Model 6 removes per capita GDP from the model, on the assumption that it may be post-treatment. Model 7 adds several
covariates that might possibly affect infant mortality and MPI. Model 8 imputes missing data using the Amelia II software. Model 9 lags MPI by three decades (t-30), offering more assurance against circularity and simultaneity. Model 10 enlists a dynamic panel model, system-generalized method of moments (GMM), developed explicitly for studying sluggish variables. The AR(2) test on residual autocorrelation returns a p-value of .16, whereas the Hansen test p-value is .20; thus, MPI should be consistently estimated. (The result is even stronger when including a second lag on the DV; there, AR(2) and AR(3) tests yield p-values of .50 and .39, respectively.)

The final models in Table 2 focus on alternate mortality-based outcomes. Model 11 features IMR drawn from the World Development Indicators. This model, restricted to the post-1960 period, also mitigates concerns about poor data quality earlier in the 20th century. Model 12 features the child mortality rate. Model 13 adopts (the transformed index of) life expectancy.

All of these robustness tests are passed at conventional thresholds, except for Model 10 where MPI is weakly significant (10%-level). In the bottom row of Table 2 we show results for the same set of tests when estimated with annual (rather than decadal) panels. Results are robust in all cases, and more precisely estimated – though with greater risk of serial autocorrelation.
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In Appendix C, we conduct additional robustness tests focused on various threats to inference, e.g., excluding various regions (Table C2), functional form (Table C3), non-linearity in MPI (Table C4), instrumental variables (Table C5), non-linearities in GDP (Table C6), “level” measures of MPI (Table C7), Driscoll-Kraay Standard Errors (Table C8), GDP calculated as
historical stock (Table C9), full results for tests with annual panels (Table C10), controlling for political durability (Table C11), no measurement error in MPI (Table C12), and panels restricted to the post-1960 period (Table C13).

Serial correlation is a serious concern given that the left- and right-side variables of theoretical interest are both highly trended. To mitigate this issue, our benchmark model adopts 10-year (rather than annual) panels and standard errors clustered by country to generate panel-correlated errors. In robustness tests shown in Table 2, we include a lagged dependent variable model, a first-difference model, and a GMM model. We also construct a model with multiple lags of the dependent variable (t-1, t-2, and t-3), shown in Model 5, Table C12. Several additional attempts to remedy the issue can also be found in the Appendix B. Although the main finding is robust in all of these models, a Wooldridge test for autocorrelation in panel data suggests that we cannot dismiss this possible threat to inference. Only the GMM model passes tests of serial autocorrelation, as noted in our discussion above. This reservation should be borne in mind.

**Aggregation and disaggregation**

In this section, we investigate alternative modes of aggregation and disaggregation. First, working with the five components of MPI and the same stock depreciation rate (10%), we generate alternate indices by combining these components in different ways, with results displayed in Figure 2. Model 1 replicates our benchmark where MPI is constructed by multiplication. Model 2 tests an alternative that is similar in conception to MPI, namely the minimum, or weakest-link, rule, where the index takes its value from the lowest-scoring indicator. Conveniently, V-Dem indices are arranged across a 0-1 scale, assuring scale equivalence. Model 3 tests V-Dem’s Electoral Democracy Index (EDI). This aggregation
scheme, described in Coppedge et al., combines multiplicative and additive rules. Model 4 tests an index constructed by the first component of a principal component analysis. Model 5 tests a measure averaging across the indicators.

Results displayed in Figure 2 show that the multiplication rule outperforms other aggregation schemes. Among the alternatives, those closest to MPI in their construction – namely, the weakest-link index and V-Dem EDI – also predict lower infant mortality, though only at 5%. Other alternatives, which dispense entirely with multiplicative logic, show no relationship to IMR. Figure D4 shows that the substantive size of the predicted effect is also much stronger for MPI than for the alternatively aggregated indices. For instance, a change in MPI from the 10th to 90th percentile predicts a 10% decrease in ln(IMR), compared to a 6% decrease when using V-Dem’s EDI.

This finding corroborates our hypothesis that with respect to human development, political institutions pertaining to electoral democracy are not substitutable. Rather, they reinforce one another. Aggregation schemes that average across these components, or observe only the common dimension (as identified by factor analysis), do not capture these interactions and show no clear relationship to human development. These results resonate with studies showing that there are many ways to subvert electoral democracy even while maintaining a pretense of democracy by satisfying some elements of that ideal.
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In Appendix D, we probe MPI’s components further. First, the benchmark model is replicated with versions of the MPI that exclude each component, seriatim (Table D3). None of
these exclusions compromise the core relationship between electoral democracy and infant mortality, though the estimated impact of indices with excluded components is lower than the full index, as expected. Second, the benchmark is replicated with stock variables constructed for each ingredient of MPI, seriatim (Table D4), where we theoretically expect weaker results. Only the purely electoral component, Clean Elections, predicts lowered infant mortality.

Conclusion

The question of democracy and human development has attracted a sizeable body of scholarly work. Despite this attention, there is no consensus about whether democracies outperform autocracies. Most of the debate centers on issues of research design and analysis. We propose that a key factor underlying the disparate findings in published research concerns issues of conceptualization and measurement, which are often neglected.

We argue that democracy’s relationship to human development is most robust when measures are focused on the electoral components of democracy ($H_1$), when democracy is measured in a finely graded fashion ($H_2$), when components are aggregated in a multiplicative fashion ($H_3$), and when a country’s historical experience is incorporated into the resulting index ($H_4$).

This explains why extant studies that use (a) composite indices that include disparate elements, (b) truncated measures, (c) indices composed through factor analysis, IRT models, addition, or other non-interactive methods of aggregation, and/or (d) “level” measures of democracy do not always demonstrate a robust association to human development.

These alternative ways of conceptualizing and measuring democracy are not wrong-headed. They are, however, less than ideal for this particular theoretical question, for reasons elaborated above. Granted, if samples were larger – e.g., if there were 1,000 countries rather than 180, or if
the time-series available for analysis stretched back for 500 years rather than 100 – then, we suspect, many measures of democracy would clear the bar. That is, they would show a statistically significant relationship to improved human development, proxied by infant mortality or some other indicator. Even so, issues of conceptualization and measurement would presumably affect the magnitude of the estimated effect and hence its practical significance.

In our analyses, we compared different democracy indices to each other in separate tests, and we conducted “horse-race” tests in which alternate indices are tested against our preferred MPI. Moreover, we conducted a wide range of robustness tests focused on the MPI. Finally, we examined the impact of different aggregation techniques. These tests support our claims that the democracy-human development relationship is contingent upon several distinct choices pertaining to the conceptualization and measurement of democracy. More specifically, the relationship with human development is most robust when we focus on electoral features, aggregating these features in a (multiplicative) fashion that recognizes their complementarities, and accounting for a country’s historical experience.

Despite our best efforts, we cannot rule out the possibility of unobserved confounding or autocorrelation issues that disturb estimates of uncertainty. Another caveat concerns the outcome: infant mortality, supplemented by child mortality and life expectancy. We regard mortality as the best available measure of human development. But it is by no means the only measure. Further work must determine whether the relationships discovered here are applicable to other measures of human development.

Before concluding, we turn our attention to the mechanisms at work in this story. Our analyses have focused on the main effect, for which we have posited several potential explanations. We cannot test all these factors in a rigorous fashion due to problems of
measurement and problems generic to mechanistic inference. Nonetheless, some mechanisms – particularly those associated with public policies focused on public health – are measurable, opening the prospect of a preliminary mediation analysis. These tests are reported and discussed in Appendix E. Although limited data coverage and problems of causal inference associated with observational data suggest caution in reaching conclusions, these analyses corroborate our theory. Public health spending seems to serve as an important pathway connecting electoral democracy to lower mortality. That said, the question of causal mechanisms deserves more attention from scholars, as this result is subject to multiple assumptions and is undoubtedly incomplete.
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Table 1: Democracy Indices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aggregation</th>
<th>Composite</th>
<th>Empowerment</th>
<th>Binary</th>
<th>Multiplicative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polity2 (Marshall)</td>
<td>UDS (Pemstein)</td>
<td>Contes-tation (Miller)</td>
<td>Inclusive (Miller)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Level</td>
<td>-0.160**</td>
<td>-0.450***</td>
<td>-0.156*</td>
<td>-0.142*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.073)</td>
<td>(0.158)</td>
<td>(0.080)</td>
<td>(0.075)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Stock (10%)</td>
<td>-0.166*</td>
<td>-0.153</td>
<td>-0.145</td>
<td>0.110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.100)</td>
<td>(0.174)</td>
<td>(0.116)</td>
<td>(0.099)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Stock (10%), Y&lt;sup&gt;-1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>-0.097**</td>
<td>-0.073</td>
<td>-0.092*</td>
<td>0.046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.047)</td>
<td>(0.097)</td>
<td>(0.054)</td>
<td>(0.055)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Stock (1%)</td>
<td>-0.290</td>
<td>-0.365</td>
<td>-0.329</td>
<td>0.259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.211)</td>
<td>(0.232)</td>
<td>(0.217)</td>
<td>(0.298)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDPpc (ln)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decade FE</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country FE</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Countries</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obs (approx.)</td>
<td>920</td>
<td>819</td>
<td>907</td>
<td>906</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Outcome: Infant mortality rate (ln). We test four measures of each index: 1. level, 2. stock (10% annual depreciation rate), 3. stock (10% annual depreciation rate) with lagged dependent variable, 4. stock (1% annual depreciation rate). Units: country-decades. FE: fixed effects. All right-side variables measured at t-1. All democracy indices measured on 0-1 scale. Estimator: OLS, standard errors clustered by country. ***p<.01 **p<.05 *p<.10
Figure 1: Horse-race Tests

Coefficients plot with 95% confidence intervals. **Outcome**: infant mortality rate (ln). See Table D6 for complete results.
Table 2: MPI and Mortality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>IMR</th>
<th>IMR</th>
<th>IMR</th>
<th>IMR</th>
<th>IMR</th>
<th>IMR</th>
<th>IMR</th>
<th>IMR</th>
<th>IMR</th>
<th>IMR(WDI)</th>
<th>CMR</th>
<th>LE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Estimator</strong></td>
<td>OLS</td>
<td>OLS</td>
<td>OLS</td>
<td>OLS</td>
<td>FD, RE</td>
<td>OLS</td>
<td>OLS</td>
<td>OLS</td>
<td>OLS</td>
<td>Sys. GMM</td>
<td>OLS</td>
<td>OLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sample</strong></td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>Imputed</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>1960-1982</td>
<td>Full</td>
<td>Full</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Model</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MPI level**

|                      |  
|----------------------|--|
| **MPI stock**        | |
| (10%)                | -0.314*** (0.090) |
| (10%) , FD           | |
| **MPI stock**        | |
| (10%) , T~30         | |
| GDPpc (ln)           | -0.537*** (0.125) |
| GDPpc (ln) , FD      | -0.369*** (0.078) |
|                      | -0.141*** (0.040) |

**Urbanization**

|                      |  
|----------------------|--|
| **Fertility (ln)**   | 0.500*** (0.087) |
| **Growth**           | 0.002 (0.004) |
| **Internal conflict**| 0.057 (0.040) |
| **External conflict**| 0.022 (0.069) |
| **Corruption stock** (10%) | 0.057*** (0.019) |

**Year cubed**

|                      |  
|----------------------|--|
| **IMR**              | 0.805*** (0.029) |
|                       | 0.690*** (0.164) |

**Decade FE**

|                      |  
|----------------------|--|
| **Country FE**       |  
| **Time trend**       |  

**Countries**

|                      |  
|----------------------|--|
| **Decades**          |  
| **Obs**              |  
| **R2 (within)**      |  

**MPI, as above**

|                      |  
|----------------------|--|
| (annual data)        |  

-0.571*** (0.127)
-0.233*** (0.072)
-0.582*** (0.124)
-0.015** (0.007)
-0.730*** (0.003)
-0.384*** (0.129)
-1.657*** (0.135)
-0.338*** (0.110)
-0.808** (0.124)
-0.456*** (0.040)
-0.460*** (0.136)
-0.184*** (0.131)
-0.066

41
Outcomes: IMR (infant mortality rate, logged), CMR (child mortality rate, logged), LE (life expectancy, reverse scale, logged). Units of analysis: country-decades (above) or country-years (bottom, except Column 11, which uses 5-year panels). Right-side variables measured at T-1 unless otherwise noted. Estimators: OLS (ordinary least squares), FD (first-difference), RE (random effects). All models incorporate measurement error for MPI based on posteriors produced by the V-Dem measurement model. Robust standard errors clustered by country. ***p<.01 **p<.05 *p<.10.
Coefficients plots with 95% confidence intervals, using standardized coefficients. *Outcome:* Infant mortality rate (ln). See Table D7 for complete results.